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About SPG 

The Springfield Plateau Grotto (SPG) is made 

up of southwest Missourians who share an 

interest in the conservation, survey and 

management of caves. A project-oriented 

grotto, our members work in tandem with 

public agencies and private landowners to 

promote a better understanding of caves and 

foster awareness of the importance of 

conserving the cave environment. SPG 

collaborates with the Missouri Speleological 

Survey (MSS) to document, map and study 

caves. SPG is a federally recognized 501(c)(3) 

non-profit organization and a member grotto 

of the National Speleological Society (NSS) 

and the MSS. 

Front Cover Photo 

Photo is from the May 2016 edition of NSS 

News and shows Tennessee’s Keystone River 

Cave in high flow conditions.  It was an 

honorable mention in the 2015 NSS Photo 

Salons.  Notes from the NSS News say it shows 

a drop of 246 feet and was shot entirely with 

flash bulbs. 

If you have a great picture you’d like in 

passages email it to chris@caves.org 



  

2018 SPG Officers 

President Treavor Bussard treavor_bussard2112@yahoo.com 

Vice President Brandon Van Dalsem bvandalsem@gmail.com 
Secretary Chris Lewis chris@caves.org 
Treasurer Jonathan Beard mokanman@att.net 

MSS Director Max White bildmwc@aol.com 
   

Board of Directors* Ronald Martin career.dir@hotmail.com 
Board of Directors* Tom Morton caver_emeritus@yahoo.com 
Board of Directors* Charley Young cyoung103@yahoo.com 

   
Librarian Matt Bumgardner shaw95@gmail.com 

Equipment Manager Matt Bumgardner shaw95@gmail.com 
SPG Website Maria Thompson anchorpr@gmail.com 

SPG Facebook Maria Thompson anchorpr@gmail.com 
Subterranean Journeys Editor Maria Thompson anchorpr@gmail.com 

Passages Editor Chris Lewis chris@caves.org 
*SPG Board of Directors Term Expires April 2021 
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Meeting Minutes of January 11th, 2018 

Minutes provided by Jon Beard in absence of Recorder Chris Lewis 

Call to Order President Treavor Bussard started the meeting at 7:01pm. 

Attendance: In attendance were Alicia Beard, treasurer Jon Beard, president Treavor Bussard, Jake Colvin, Brian Moore, Nicole 

Ridlen, Casey Scarlett, vice president Brandon Van Dalsem and MSS director Max White. There was one guest.  Due to slippery 

roads, recording secretary Chris Lewis was not present.  Jon volunteered to take minutes. 

Officer Reports: 

Secretary: Chris Lewis was unable to attend due to weather conditions. 

Treasurer: Jon gave the treasurer's report.  The details of the treasurer's report are included below. 

MSS Director: Max announced that the next MSS meeting will be January 20th in Rolla at 1pm.  Presentations and displays will 

be given in the morning.  The MCKC meeting will start at 9am there as well. 

SJ Editor: Treavor said editor Maria Thompson would appreciate receiving photos and articles for the next issue of Subterranean 

Journeys.  The most recent issue was recently published to members. 

Presentations: Brandon presented a video of Treavor's and his adventurous crawlway trip through Canopy Avenue, Upper 

Slimeway and to the Drapery Dome in October.  These are the furthest reaches into Breakdown Cave. 



  

Old Business 

A) Treavor reminded everyone that the annual awards banquet and auction will be January 27th from 6pm to 

10pm and that Sasha Rhea needs to know what food item you are planning to bring for the potluck meal. 

B) Treavor announced that Chris and Faith Lewis have volunteered to manage Fourteen Forty and Fox Creek 

caves.  Jon said he still needed to get the key for Fox Creek.  He and the Lewis’s will work together to make it 

happen. 

 



  

New Business 

A) Treavor said he was creating a background slide show for the banquet and needs photos from the 

members.  Please send them to his email address (less than 1 megabyte each please). 

treavor_bussard2112@yahoo.com  

B) MSS & MCKC Meetings are January 20th in Rolla Missouri, please email Chris Lewis if you would like to 

carpool.  He has room for 3 others. chris@caves.org 
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Who Went Where in December 2017 

December 1st—Jon Beard accompanied Eric Hertzler and 
Austin Deffenbaugh to monitor three caves for the CRF in 
Mark Twain National Forest.  First cave was Blue Hole 
Spring Cave (Taney Co).  Despite the drought, the cave is 

still nothing more than a divable spring rise pool at least six 
feet in depth.  They finished the day at Dew Drop Pit and 
nearby Dew Drop Cave, the latter of which Eric and Co. 
surveyed.  Dew Drop Pit is a very narrow 21-foot blind pit 
with unenterable joints extending north and south.  Dew 
Drop Cave descends gradually its first 26 feet before 
abruptly dropping 10 feet.  Due to a narrow slot in the floor 
preceding the drop, the drop could not be dropped with 
rope or cable ladder as the equipment would occupy the 
narrow slot but the cavers could not. 
  

December 2nd—While Chris Lewis and Roy Gold were 
assisting Jon Beard in a survey mop-up trip in Big and Little 
Bear Caves (Ozark Co), Charley Young guided MSU grad 
student Sam Miller through the caves to swab the caves for 
WNS DNA samples.  The survey of this cave system is 
complete and a completed map is forthcoming.  Whereas 
five years ago hundreds of hibernating pips were found, 
this day only 22 were found.  Also noted were more than 
20 slimy salamanders including some newly hatched 
perhaps less than a month ago. 
  

December 4th—Jon Beard assisted Scott House in the survey 
of Mountain Maid Canyon Cave (Barry Co) as part of CRF 
work in Mark Twain National Forest.  The roughly 60-foot 
cave is primarily in the Pierson Limestone, but its lower walls 
are in the calcareous shale of the Northview Formation and 
its uppermost ceilings are in the Reeds Spring 
Formation.  While Scott sketched, Jon recorded biota and 
cave features. 
  
December 6th—One last mop-up trip was made 
to Big and Little Bear Caves (Ozark Co) to correct a cross 

section and to include a sandstone marker bed on several 
more cross sections.  The survey is now complete on a most 
fascinating maze cave system.  
  
December 8th—Jon Beard joined Eric Hertzler in another 
unsuccessful search for the infamous Echo Cave (Christian 
Co), a small cave on Mark Twain National Forest that was 
mapped and described by the late Ken Thomson in the 
early 1970s and has never been found since.  After an hour 
or so of hunting a new possible area, the search was 

abandoned for the day.  The two did survey the lower level 
of Dew Drop Cave (see Dec. 1st) using a brace and cable 
ladder to descend 11 feet.  The ~50-ft. cave abruptly turns 
left into a terminal dome. 

 

December 9th—Faith and Chris Lewis (and friend Jesse) and 
Jon Beard hosted five members of CAIRN in archeological 
checking of Pearson Creek Cave (Greene Co) and later Jon 
and CAIRN Cobbs Shelter (Christian Co) on 

MTNF.  Verifying that no matter how often one searches for 
trash in a gated cave that in theory has been emptied of all 
of its trash, several old votive candle tins were found in 
Pearson Creek Cave.  Neither cave apparently has any 
evidence of prehistoric use by people. 
  
December 15th—Jon Beard and Eric Hertzler monitored 
three adjacent small caves in Mark Twain National Forest as 
part of CRF cave monitoring.  Infant Maze, White Worm 
Spring and Pegleg Cricket caves (Christian Co) were 
monitored.  A small amount of trash was removed from 

Infant Maze and Pegleg Cricket.  Only insects were 
observed. 
  
December 16th—Have you ever surveyed all of a 4.7-mile 
cave only to find there’s a hidden passage in the middle of 
it?  In 2016, Megan Gallo and Jon Beard found such a 
passage in Garrison Cave #2 (Christian Co), so on this day, 
Max White, Eric Hertzler, Dillon Freiburger, Jake Colvin, 
Matt Bumgardner and Jon Beard rectified that by adding 
over 300 feet the mapped length of the cave, bringing the 
official length to 25,393.5 feet (4.81 miles). 

  
December 19th—CRF projects at the Buffalo National River 
in Arkansas (Dec. 19th through the 23rd): Brandon Van 
Dalsem, Dillon Freiburger, Aaron Thompson and Ethan 
Brown surveyed Fluted Nuisance Cave, a 35-ft. deep blind 
pit.  After some creative rope work, Brandon was able to 
reach the bottom of the multi-drop Not A Test Cave and 
estimated 150 feet of passage.  The group also found Paleo 
View Cave. 
  
December 20th, 26th—Jon Beard continued the photo 

cataloguing of broken speleothems in Fitzpatrick 
Cave (Christian Co), photographing the blunted stalactites 
in the third area of Paul’s Gallery.  This far, the broken faces 
of 604 stalactite “stumps,” 20 stalagmite “stumps”, 515 
stalactite pieces and 313 stalagmite pieces have been photo 
catalogued involving over 2,000 photographs.  Afterwards 
on the 20th, Jon checked the cave gate and locks 
at Breakdown Cave to make sure they were secure. 
 
Also on December 20th—Faith and Chris Lewis 

visited Big and Little Bear Caves, recently surveyed to 
completion.  While in the general area, Chris checked on 
ownership status of another cave. 
 
Also on December 20th—Brandon Van Dalsem, Aaron 
Thompson and Dillon Freiburger dropped and 
monitored Devils Den Pit (CRF in Arkansas).  Dillon carried 
out a variety of trash from the bottom.  The group then 
monitored nearby Mud Cave and Willis Cave. 

 
 



  

Who Went Where in December 2017 Continued 

December 21st—More CRF work in Arkansas: Dillon 
Freiburger and fellow CRF cavers Aaron Thompson, Corey 
Maize, Rhett Finley and Ethan Brown ridgewalked, then 
monitored Boxley Rat Cave and Smith Creek 
Cave.  Brandon Van Dalsem and Treavor Bussard 
attempted to make a connection between Mud 
Cave and Ice Box Cave but were unsuccessful.  They also 
monitored Ice Box Cave and Little Devils Den Pit. 
  

December 22nd—Jon Beard and Eric Hertzler 
monitored Merman Spring Cave and Cascade Spring 
Cave (Christian Co) as part of CRF projects in Mark Twain 
National Forest.  These short caves had little to offer in 
biology however.  While hiking to the latter cave, they 
monitored and mapped a previously undocumented 
adjacent cave that they named Cascade Crawl Cave.  This 
being done, they documented and mapped the “Stock 
Tank Caves” with Jon sketching Lower Stock Tank 
Cave and Eric sketching Upper Stock Tank Cave. 
Also on December 22nd—CRF in Arkansas: Dillon 

Freiburger and Aaron Thompson finished the survey of 
Needles Eye Pit.  Total length was 120 feet with a depth of 
45 feet. 
  
December 23rd—Lastly in Arkansas for the CRF: Dillon 
Freiburger and Kayla Sapkota collected information on 
around ten adjacent caves in order to “straighten out” the 
area.  They surveyed three caves including Green Dome 
Cave which was rediscovered after 25 years. 
  

December 27th-30th—SPG members Brandon Van Dalsem, 
Dillon Freiburger, Treavor Bussard and Jon Beard joined 
other cavers in a four-day survey and monitor trip to Barry 
County.  On day one, while Dillon and Brandon were part 
of a survey trip to Devils Hole, Jon put on his CRF hat and 
monitored four small caves in Mark Twain National Forest, 
surveying three of them (Hidden Dome, Piney and Uphill 
Crawl).  On day two, Treavor and Jon monitored and 
mapped Quick and Sulfur Caves while Dillon and others 
monitored and mapped three other caves.  On day three, 
Brandon, Jon and Aaron monitored and 

mapped Northern Dome Cave and Resolution 
Shelter while three others monitored and mapped two 
caves in the same hollow.  On day four, Jon, Aaron and 
two others monitored Fairy Cave. 

 

Where was your name??? 
There's a way to fix that! 

No need to wait--grab your helmet and 
lights and join us underground! 

 

 
 

Is there a cave you would like SPG to schedule a 
club trip to visit? If so, let us know so it can be 

placed on the SPG caving calendar! Don’t know 
what cave? Ask around for possible caves to see! 

 
 

A reminder from my predecessor  
Jonathon Beard.  

 Please disinfect (decontaminate) your caving 
gear between caves per the latest U.S. Fish & 

Wildlife Service WNS protocol. Protocol can be 
accessed in links from the SPG website: 

www.spgcavers.org or the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service website. If you have any questions  

about WNS disinfection, contact Jon Beard.  
The bats thank you very much! 

 



  

Future Cave Trips & Events 

January 12th -17th | MTNF survey and monitoring | Jim Cooley (CRF) coolstoi@kc.rr.com  
 

S M T W T F S S M T W T F S 
 

January 16th | Jam Up Cave bio monitor | Jon (CRF) mokanman@att.net   
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January 20th | MSS and MCKC Meeting in Rolla. 9AM? | Chris Lewis ckl9t5@mail.missouri.edu  
 

S M T W T F S S M T W T F S 
 

January 27th | Annual Winter Bat count in Breakdown Cave. Meet at the cave by 10AM | Treavor 
treavor_bussard2112@yahoo.com  
 

S M T W T F S S M T W T F S 
 

January 27th | Annual SPG Awards/Benefit Auction treavor_bussard2112@yahoo.com  
 

S M T W T F S S M T W T F S 
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Member Photos 

Please send photos to Chris Lewis at chris@caves.org to have your photos included in our next passages. 
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Miscellaneous 

A) At the next meeting, the group will discuss buying more SPG t-shirts as we are running low, or out, of certain 

sizes of shirts. 

B) Next meeting will be on February 8th, 2018 in the auditorium of the Springfield Nature Center at 7pm. 



  

Treasurers Report (December 1, 2017 – December 31, 2017) 

Prepared by SPG Treasurer Jon Beard 

 



  

Latest White Nose Map 

 

Interactive Map: https://www.whitenosesyndrome.org/maps/ 


